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My Inner Priestess tells me that you have downloaded this e-booklet as you are
curious to find yourself and your Inner Feminine once more. As young children,
we have dreams for our life and as we grow up, those dreams get buried under
the responsibilities of life.

This journey of life, especially for women, can disconnect us from our uniquely
feminine superpower - that of creation. When we are disconnected we limit this
innate creativity from flowing through us.

Modern Day Priestesses are everywhere – and my wish is that you recognise
yourself and begin to claim your uniqueness and your power.

If you think you need to wear a flowing gown, a flower crown and follow a
specific religion to be a Priestess, I encourage you to think again. A Modern Day
Priestess walks through life to the beat of her own heart.

She is a woman just like you and me who knows she is part of the answer. 

Modern Day Priestesses may be lone women; mothers with young children at
home or whose children have flown the nest. They may be women who have not
had children and yearn to birth their creativity in new ways or they may be
walking the boardrooms in the corporate world.

If you are you tired and burned out from the relentless pace of our 24/7 life, tired
of working for someone else and not living your own purpose but you just don’t
know how to do it? This booklet can help.
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Your Inner Priestess asks you to listen differently as you read. Her voice is quiet
but strong and holds a different frequency to the one you are used to listening
to. When you listen to her and gently follow her guidance, your life can change. 

The Planet Needs You Right Now – just as you are.

Below are 4 magical ways to Support you – find the one(s) that speak to you and
you will begin naturally to Activate your Priestess Within.

for downloading this e-booklet, A Guidebook
for the Modern Day Priestess. 

Thank You 
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For the first part of my working life, I
followed the modern calendar of
Monday - Friday, 9 to 5, and fitted in
with everyone else. That works if you
wish to keep your head down and not
rock the boat.

In my quest to conceive naturally, I
began to follow the lunar cycles and
something shifted inside of me.

Sitting in the light of the Full Moon
calmed my restless mind and I
discovered that one of my favourite 

sights in the sky was Crescent Moon, a moon phase that is symbolic of the Priestess.

Whilst growing my own healing business, I struggled. The activity of planning bored me and so I
lacked focus and pushed through my daily tasks. 

Each New Moon I set personal intentions and define
one area of my business that I am going to focus on.
At the same time the Universe is listening, hears
your commitment, and begins to rearrange itself to
show you the way forward.

I am more visible around Full Moon – a time when
we can tap into this heightened flow of energy

I work for 3 weeks and then at Dark Moon for 1
week each month, my diary is switched off and I
rest. 

One day while sitting under the Full Moon, I realized I
was following the moon personally but not for my
business! 

Here is how I work nowadays and share to inspire you
to find ways you can do the same.

FOLLOW THE CYCLES OF
OUR EARTH 
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W W W . W E B S I T E H E R E . C O M  

As women, we are wired to feel - to feel both joy and sadness deeply, and to dance with
this flow of feelings at different times of the lunar cycle, in different seasons and times of
our lives.

And yet - the world we have grown up in has not honoured this.

Have you ever been told to be “quiet” when you have felt and shown your anger? Have
you ever swallowed your tears so as not to appear weak or vulnerable? 

What I have learned is that when I feel my feelings and show my vulnerability, life is more
magical. Feeling more allows more flow of everything through our lives.

And so how would it be if you gave permission for All of YOU to Be Honoured? 

We are whole and sacred in this way.

As a woman, you are a yin, soft, watery Being. We have grown up in a world that has
revered yang, masculine, pushing, and striving energy. This is not who you are.

A beautiful way to get in touch with your feelings is to be near or in water. Take a bath,
walk by the sea or a river, drink pure water, and honour the flow of your tears.

ALLOW THE
FLOW OF FEELING
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DO WHAT IS YOURS TO DO
As a Recovering People Pleaser, this is a lesson I have learned the hard way.

I used to think I was here to help everyone and when I got sick due to burnout, I made a
promise I would only move forwards with the support of my soul. My healing journey began
with taking flower essences and later led me to re-finding my Inner Priestess.

She showed me my unique skills and superpowers and then I had to claim them. I stood tall
and proud in my energy and declared to myself… 

So often as women we caught up in the DOING and we are at the bottom of our own pile. We
run on empty and run exclusively our Divine Masculine energies through us at no fault of our
own.

You are not here to please everyone – you are here to reflect the image of the Divine into the
world fully as a human being. 

A Sacred Being in a Body. 
Fully Human, Fully Divine.

“THIS is why I am here and THIS is what can bring me more 
nourishment on all levels of my Being”
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LET’S EXPLORE SOME COMMON MONEY BELIEFS AND HOW YOU CAN
CHOOSE TO CHANGE THEM. 

Having your own source of income gives you the freedom and confidence that you can
live your life to the beat of your own heart. This does not mean disassociating yourself
from those you love. It means that you get to stand on your own two feet and live life the
way your Inner Priestess asks you to.

A Modern-Day Priestess does not look outside of herself for permission or defer to
anybody else. She understands that saying YES to herself is always the place to begin.

When we allow ourselves to receive all nourishment including money, it starts to shift the
flow of energy through us and we start to become more of who we are.

Consciously invite the Flow of Money into your life and allow this to raise your vibration. 

You Deserve to Have your Own Source of Money As a Woman

You Are Sovereign ONLY to yourself

It is Safe to be Open to Receive 

THE PROFITABLE PRIESTESS 
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My wish for you now is that you
stay in this Priestess vibration
and begin to walk forwards
more powerfully. 

It’s possible that your family and
friends may not understand
how you feel about your Divine
Work and that the world you
live in may not be supportive of
what your soul is asking you to
create.

So find a “tribe”, a group of true like-minded
souls, and surround yourself with these people
frequently - these people can hold you up on
the days you cannot do it for yourself.

There are many of us out there - and the
number is growing constantly as more wake up
to the realisation that there is another way -
and it is in our hands and hearts to activate it. 

Here is a beautiful place to begin 

Come and join us in my FREE Facebook
Community for Spiritual Entrepreneurs ready to
Claim their Self-Worth and Become Empowered
Change-Makers.

JOIN HERE
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She is Founder of the Create a Magical Business Academy of Empowered Healers and the
Star of Gaia Priestess Process and the former Chair of the British Flower and Vibrational
Essences Association.

Her clients include complementary health practitioners and professional women who are
tired of the 9-5 treadmill of life and who long for solace and nourishment in nature and the
sacred cycles of our earth. 

Her life mission is to support women to connect back to the sacred and share their gifts
and talents widely with others, thereby returning health and balance to all who live on this
planet. 

She holds space in her Free Facebook Group Healing Business Success.  We would love it
if you would join us!   

Sara Estelle is a leading facilitator in the world of
Flower and Vibrational Essences, Mentor to
Spiritual Entrepreneurs and a Creatrix of the New
Earth. 

She discovered Flower Essences whilst
experiencing debilitating anxiety in her early 40s
and had such a transformational shift in her own
emotional well-being that her own Diploma in
Flower and Vibrational Essences was birthed in
2011 and has since graduated over 75 Healers. 
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